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Before the Civil War, American jewelry making diverged from watch and household silver production, activities with which it had mingled in the early Republic’s craft shops. In and after the 1860s, watch companies moved strongly toward standardization and mass production of inexpensive, reliable timepieces. After a brief fling at trust control in the 1880s, they engaged in fierce price competition that demoralized markets through the next decade. Silverware, made in many styles and qualities from sterling to low grades of plate, emerged from a small cluster of sizable, chiefly New England firms led by Rhode Island’s Gorham and Connecticut’s Meriden Britannia, while Tiffany in New York drew accolades for imaginative design and breathtaking craftsmanship. In jewelry neither standardization nor a stable roster of competitors appeared. Instead, three durable spatial concentrations of small enterprises developed around ante-bellum beginnings in lower Manhattan, Newark, and the Providence-Attleboros district. Like Tiffany, which bridged silverwork and personal adornments, New York and Newark jewelers ruled the market’s peak, whereas the “eastern” shops controlled the cheaper lines.

In 1860 at least 75 jewelry manufacturers operated in Providence, employing 1,750 workers to create products worth $2.2 million (of $10 million nationally). The Civil War wrecked business for two years; a third of the shops vanished by 1864. Those with gold and silver stocks realized large profits without manufacturing by selling metals in a rising market, then “retired” when gold stayed high and demand low. Area employment fell to 750 before reviving once vogues arose for patriotic, martial, and funerary styles, fashioned from brass and other base metals. Thereafter, Providence firms shaped jewelry and ornament from silver, low gold (ten karat or under), and nonprecious alloys. Borne by a strong postwar recovery, a group of auxiliary specialist firms (refiners, platers, engravers, gemstone cutters, and tool producers) gained a foothold by 1870. Whereas Brown and Sharpe had been early makers of jewelers’ tools and specialized equipment, renewed expansion brought others into the field.

Despite the mid-seventies depression, the Providence jewelry trade included 142 firms with nearly 3,300 workers by 1880 (three-quarters of them adult men), generating an output worth $5.4 million, of which $2.9 million (54 percent) was value added in manufacturing. Specialty services were the province of 32 other companies employing another 300 workers. As in fashion textiles and batch metalworking, most proprietors were craftsmen (in the trade parlance, bench workers) who had served five- to seven-year apprenticeships, many becoming deft designers. In jewelry the path to proprietorship was relatively straightforward for those with a flair for style, a full set of skills and tools, a
few hundred dollars in savings, and a sound reputation, which brought access to rented workspace in the jewelry district and modest start-up credit accommodations. Production techniques were then gradually shifting away from slower casting processes toward die presswork to shape soft brasses and German silver into brooches, cufflinks, pins, and other items before their ornamentation with stones, wirework, or enamel and fitting with clasps or chains. In 1885, local jewelers ran nearly seven hundred presses, an equal number of polishing "heads," over five hundred jewelers' lathes, and two hundred small drop hammers for forging. Most presses were foot-operated and were constructed nearby, but the trade drew on nationally renowned Oberlin Smith's New Jersey press works as well. Firm like Foster and Bailey, which stood ready to provide any of several thousand patterns, adopted metalworkers' systems of job tickets and detailed specifications on pattern drawings, duplicates of which were kept in safes that also held stocks of silver and gold plate. Far less prominent than Brown and Sharpe or Baldwin Locomotive, where such practices seem to have originated, the larger Providence jewelry enterprises were nonetheless fully up-to-date technologically.

Marketing, from midcentury through the 1873 crash, meant semiannual trips to New York to show makers' style samples to Manhattan jobbers, "men of capital [who] bought manufacturers' goods for cash and dealt on long terms with the retailer." The money squeeze of the mid-seventies altered this relationship. Many old wholesale houses folded, and survivors now invited producers to provide them credits, to sell on a consignment basis, and/or to accept long delays for settling accounts. Salesmen discharged from failed distributors formed new jobbing firms with minimal resources, then asked manufacturers for comparable "concessions." Desperate for business in difficult times, manufacturing jewelers complied, but by the 1880s those emergency terms of trade had persisted, becoming standard practices: "small orders by post card," returns of unsold goods, cancellations of confirmed orders, expectations of free repairs for damaged items, and demands that makers produce inventories of all styles for immediate shipment at wholesalers' calls. Each imposed costs on manufacturers and added uncertainty to the market, as did jobbers' predilection for paying bills late yet deducting the discounts allowed for timely remittances.

Before eastern jewelers devised countermeasures, these tactics generated three troubling effects. First, the market power of buyers forced substantial inventory risk onto those manufacturers who built up stocks of seasonal styles. Second, jobbers developed a bent for "shopping" one firm's samples to another maker, preferably a new and eager one, to have them duplicated at a lower quote, perhaps with slight design changes. As diesinkers and firms making components (e.g., chains and clasps) enlarged the auxiliary network, this end run grew simpler. A novice company could often closely match a veteran's styles by calling upon the district's disintegrated productive capacities. Third, this rage for copying contributed to intense secrecy among style originators and to hostility toward "garret" upstarts by older firms.

Knockoffs could be produced in as little as two weeks, killing reorders for hot novelties unless their creators had anticipated the market's vogues and built ample inventories. Even then the network's flexibility and swift response time facilitated rapid copying of seasonal hits, thus flooding the trade with cheap imitations, devaluing originators' stocks, and leaving imaginative firms moaning over their lost profits. "One of the greatest evils in the trade [is] the everlasting copying of good styles in inferior materials and workmanship, and cutting of
prices," one Providence jeweler fumed in 1886. Finally, at season’s end, wholesalers circulated among the shops seeking bargain job lots of dead stock, goods made up for orders that had been canceled or for buyers’ calls that had never materialized. By the late 1880s manufacturing jewelers were launching bitter complaints about distributors’ manipulations.

This situation, distressing to established companies but advantageous to wholesalers and fresh entrepreneurs, offers several insights into specialty production, the fashioning of diverse goods for shifting niche markets. Under certain conditions it was entirely possible for an industrial network to be too flexible and too spatially compact for its own good. Distributors learned in the 1880s that they could reap the network’s economic advantages better than could veteran manufacturers by working up a variation on the putting-out system of early industrialization. Providence’s rapid responses to custom orders, high skill levels, and able auxiliaries encouraged the knockoff game, later long a feature of the New York garment industry. Critically important were the low entry costs for new establishments and the trade’s sharp seasonality, which routinely pressed workers into months of idleness between two annual rush periods. Together these pull-and-push factors refilled the pool of fledgling shops with skilled workers commencing on their own accounts. Further, adroit second movers chasing seasonal successes held substantial cost advantages over style initiators, who regularly crafted several hundred new samples, only a fraction of which would draw sufficient orders to repay outlays for designing, tooling, and dies. Despite lower selling prices, imitators could score sizable opportunity profits.
Second, in this environment of extreme flexibility, price rivalry could readily displace the product competition beloved by industrial specialists. For them, the route to profit ran through a dynamic of differentiation that matched distinctive goods to precise (not generic) needs, thus bypassing price considerations for highly valued utilities expressed in fashion, technical performance (locomotives, machine tools), or varieties of customization (job-printed advertising, accurate iron castings). Hence, in jewelry, established firms wearied of jobbers who presented close copies of their samples and offered them a choice between matching an imitator's price or losing the order to the copyist's shop. The reduced price might bring failure to the garret entrepreneurs that jobbers used as foils, but others would take their places, whereas refusing the cut simply slashed the originator's total sales and transferred business to the scrambling newcomers. Such exchanges heightened traditional tensions between buyers and makers, undermined the latter's profits, and fueled the hostility between veterans and climbers in the eastern jewelry trade.

Other trades—styled textiles and furniture, for example—drew upon comparable industrial districts, replete with new starts, auxiliary enterprises, seasonal swings, and short-lived fashions, but their contemporary problems paled by comparison with those of Providence jewelers. Why this difference? For one thing, the turnaround time to copy fabrics and fine bedroom sets was far longer than for brooches and bracelets. In both sectors, followers commonly echoed leaders' best-sellers for the next seasonal opening, a tactic also essayed when American textile specialists reworked the previous year's European style leaders. Moreover, by the 1880s specialists increasingly sold their worsteds or walnut tables direct to cutters-up or furniture retailers rather than through jobbers. This obstructed the spread of information about what was in vogue, occasioning further delays for copyists. Though leaks and gossip about trends were constant, fuller and more reliable information surfaced late in seasons and informed planning for the next round. Jewelry jobbers, however, controlled all but a tiny fraction of the popular trade in the mid-1880s, circulating their selections from makers' samples to hundreds of retailers and thereby directly appropriating timely news on what lines were taking hold in the market. This combined with the quick reproduction cycle to effect an ironic efficiency in jewelry making and marketing that was absent in other specialty consumer-goods trades. Manufacturers would have to struggle against the market power of distributors or else become their pawns.

Like styled-textile firms, jewelers gradually articulated two responses: direct selling and trade organization. Reaching retailers individually promised considerable advantage, but the difficulties of the task were the basis for the existence of wholesalers. Direct sales could protect style secrecy and delay piracy. Hiring roadmen would also put larger firms on quite a different footing from tiny competitors who could not afford to support travelers. Department stores, rising in prominence, sparked the Providence jewelers' first steps, for these retailers bought in fair quantities, paid promptly, and reordered their best-sellers from the original suppliers. In addition, producers' salesmen targeted the best-known independent jewelry retailers, skimming the cream from the top of the trade, and sought out local and national fraternal, business, and sporting associations. Some companies supplemented such campaigns by printing catalogs, mailed to small-town shops, and others hastened their seasonal designing so as to get samples into the market before the New York melees commenced. These countermeasures gathered enough force by 1887 to put jobbers on the defensive through the 1893 crash.
Both hoped-for and unintended consequences followed. Middlemen began making pre-season trips to Providence seeking fresh styles, and they behaved rather more equitably on trade terms. Jobbers' threats to boycott direct-selling jewelers abated and makers' profitability strengthened, but manufacturers' selling expenses rose steadily as well. By 1890 reports filtered in that retailers were tiring of the repeated visits by roadmen and often declined to examine samples. Collections also proved a headache to manufacturers selling direct to some fraction of the ten thousand smaller independent stores. In a sense such retailers reunited the three segments of the antebellum trade, vending jewelry, watches, and silverware, but they settled their accounts with the latter sectors, large enterprises before sending pittances off to Providence manufacturers. Even so, the counterattack gave the city's leading companies more leverage in defending prices and more control over production and inventory than had been possible since the early 1870s. The complexities of direct sales and collections convinced these New England firms that trade organization was essential. Providence-area firms created several institutions, as did their New York colleagues. Potentially most important was the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' Association (NEMJA), modeled on the Silver Plate Association, which from the early 1880s had worked successfully to "regulate prices, time of selling, and the rating of concerns" purchasing silverware. These capabilities helped stabilize the marketing of the diverse products of silverware manufacturers, but neither NEMJA nor any other jewelry group could master them. Jewelers' organizations did address other matters collectively: life and theft insurance, pursuit of robbers and burglars who plagued roadmen and shops, litigation against bankrupt jobbers and retailers, and, to some degree, schooling for designers and craftsmen. However, of the key Silver Plate services, NEMJA and the linked Jewelers' Board of Trade managed only to sustain a credit-rating service, failing in attempts to set common seasonal opening dates, curb design piracy, establish standard trade terms, and secure adoption of uniform cost-accounting procedures. The market struggles of the 1880s divided the industry
into groups of firms either selling direct or dependent on jobbers, groups whose interests were opposed on most trade practices. Realizing that NEMJA could neither attract nor destroy the "mushroom" competition, members abandoned it. At the end of its first decade, NEMJA's roster of firms had fallen 60 percent below its mid-1880s peak and its club and meeting rooms had been given up. Only an urgent campaign prevented the association's collapse and retooled it into an occasional banqueting society and source of protariff petitions. 16

Notwithstanding these problems, the Providence jewelry sector achieved two sorts of growth in the 1880s. Its cohort of firms expanded to 170 and its workforce to more than 3,900, roughly a 20 percent increase. Meanwhile, product value rose 43 percent, value added in manufacturing jumped 55 percent, and workers' earnings grew faster than their numbers. These gains reflected in part the effects of technical change noted above and in part a decline in the costs of materials. Expenses for brass and other inputs fell from 46 cents per product dollar in 1880 to 41 cents a decade later, one result of the nonferrous metal producers' increased capacity and intensified competition, circumstances that ultimately led to consolidations after 1893. 17 Thus Providence jewelers quietly profited from upstream technical advances and rivalries.

Because the 1890 census details a host of sectoral costs, a rough estimate of average returns can be ventured. Once all recorded expenses are deducted from product values, the census tabulations suggest that Providence firms enjoyed a margin of $1.8 million on output of $7.8 million, or 23 cents per dollar of goods. This sum would be reduced by defaulted accounts or improper discounts taken, but it represented a 30 percent return on reported capital, only a fifth of which was fixed in plant and machinery. As Rhode Island jewelers largely rented their quarters, they had devised an effective investment-minimizing strategy. 18 Yet area jewelers had established a niche that they could not manage or control. Unable to define and promote style trends, manufacturers instead guessed which novelties would capture the uncertain sensibilities of jobbers, retailers, and final purchasers. This situation helps account for the profusion of their product lines, for makers, lacking means to anticipate or shape fashion trends, had to rely on their nimble response capabilities. Soon a general depression would undermine the direct sales tactic, putting jobbers back in the driver's seat and underscoring the weakness of the trade's collective institutions.

In these years Providence's Gorham Manufacturing Company presented a gnawing contrast, over a thousand workers activating a sprawling plant that produced fine silverware and "art goods" in various metals and shared with Tiffany the commanding heights of silver work nationally. In May 1893 Gorham foundry workers constructed an intricate floor mold for a seven-foot-high statue of Christopher Columbus, using plans furnished by Frederic Bartholdi, the designer of the Statue of Liberty. They melted a ton of silver (worth $25,000), then without incident deftly poured it into the "sunken pit" to cast the centerpiece of Gorham's elaborate Chicago World's Fair display. Some weeks later, after Gorham announced itself very busy, particularly in "large specimens of silverware," the regional jewelry market report carried the pathetic headline "Business Not Altogether Dead." 19 Gorham would not prove immune to the economic slump (it would cut wages 10 percent and shift to two-thirds time in 1894), and there would be a run of fat years for the jewelers over the next two decades; but try as they might, jewelers could never achieve Gorham's visibility, stability, and profitability. The trade's continuing mutations through World War I
will be reviewed in three phases: the depression and recovery of the period from 1893 to 1900; the edgy prosperity from 1901 to 1907; and the troubled prospects that marked the years from 1908 to 1914. Throughout, issues of sectoral structures and networks, technical change, market relations, labor dynamics, and institutional initiatives will be explored.

William R. Cobb operated a Providence jewelry findings firm in the 1890s. It was a typical enterprise, modest in scale and sales and immersed in local production networks; yet it was unusual, for it endured past World War I and left records that have been archivally preserved. Cobb had succeeded Otto Merrill about 1883 in a business that provided jewelers and other makers of metal novelties with diverse components—e.g., clasps; swivels; pin, brooch, and button backs; and glazed, gilt, and enameled joints, mountings, and bars. Cobb's few workers made them by the dozen or the gross for roughly two hundred clients, chiefly in the Providence district, in orders that ranged from $5 to $50 and totaled $15,000 to $20,000 annually. For each item, Cobb arrived at his sales or contract price by summing his materials costs, the labor expense for the half-dozen or more hourly workers involved, and a "shop expense" estimate, then adding a quarter of this manufacturing cost figure as profit. Cobb used no piece rates, for the work was too varied and his shop too small to make establishing and monitoring them worthwhile. He figured shop expense at 25 percent of the direct labor bill, ignoring charges for toolmaking and for work sent out to other specialists. Though some manufacturing jewelers included these expenses in their cost bases to yield a larger paper profit, Cobb evidently adhered to the widespread view that the practice generated inflated prices that either would be hammered down in negotiations or would balk repeat orders as buyers sought lower rates from other makers. His network of auxiliary firms included, among others, J. Briggs and Son and Vennebeck and Company, who straightened and cut bulk wire and rolled it into special shapes, or die-cut plate into blanks for shields or bars, and J. P. Bonnett, S. W. Cheever, and W. F. Quarters, electroplaters who gilded and burnished components.

Of course, Cobb was also part of a larger network, that array of findings firms, refiners, diesinkers, tool builders, and others who serviced final-product jewelry companies. Here some explanation is needed, for what the trade called jewelry making and what we commonly take it to be are somewhat different. In 1895 the Providence-Attleboros complex included 350 companies, roughly three-fifths of which (205) sold finished goods. Most (about 140) marketed familiar items—rings, bracelets, necklaces, "ear wires," hair ornaments, and pins for women—but there was also a strong "menswear" trade in watch chains and ornaments, fraternal paraphernalia, patriotic and campaign goods, tie pins, and decorated cuff, shirt, and collar buttons and studs. Sixteen companies specialized in fancy buttons and studs alone, and a dozen represented themselves as "badge houses," including religious, union, and school emblems in their lines. Eighteen others focused on pearl, shell, and stone work for both men and women, and over a score made rings only. For these firms, 68 findings houses provided components, ranging from miles of machine-made brass and plated chain (in two thousand designs offered by H. W. Wilmarth and S. O. Bigney) to the novelties and settings Cobb and others made on contract. (Cobb worked with firms from every trade division.) Associated with both groups were a dozen
platers, 22 die-cutting shops, 6 enamblers, 11 tool and machinery specialists, 14 refiners (who recovered precious metals by recycling shop sweepings). 

The auctioneers were fairly busy in the first years of the 1890s depression; though he survived, Cobb saw his turnover and his work force halved in 1897. Two-thirds of Atteleboro's workers stood idle that year, and the town sustained some of the men among them by setting them to repairing roads. However, perennial quest for novelty and a falling silver price interacted to create an 1896 revival, before an overproduction of silver goods caused trade to slump again until 1898. Noting the steady slide of raw silver quotes, according to the trade journal Manufacturing Jeweler, "at least one-third of the jewelers" in Providence commenced making silver specialties, "and many increased their bank accounts thereby." Yet, as with earlier and later crazes, the silver balloon deflated one firm's rushed to copy successful styles and cut prices to grab orders, ultimately cheapening the goods to the point that their appeal faded. Other fads follow at decade's end, notably "beauty pins" (twisted-wire hair ornaments and brooches with inserted stones), with the same results—huge initial orders, rampant duplications, price slumps, and a collapse of the novelty's desirability.

A later trade observer commented acidly on the jewelry sector's peculiar response to heated demand. In other industries, when buyers were eager for goods, prices stiffened and profits bulged; but in jewelry, followers' eagerness to ape innovators' designs yielded a perverse result, multiplying knockoffs of quality low enough to shave prices, wreck profits, and ultimately kill the market. Through this process jobbers and jewelers helped recede fashions as self-destructing, seasonal commodities. Imitation may be a sincere form of flattery, but in fashion trades it routinely proved demoralizing. The "evils of overcompetition" derived from the jewelry sector's own structure and technical capacities. Why pay originators $36 per gross for pins wholesaled at $50 per gross and retailing at 75 cents each when a copyist might quickly make decent fac-similes for $24 per gross that could still wholesale and retail at the same price? Five hundred gross of the little beastsies (bear and frog pins had their vogue) would provide the alert jobber with $6,000 in added revenue, support small enterprises, and prevent the monopolization of styles by rival jobbers with ties to their originators. Manufacturers well knew the game, proclaiming virtuous and the necessity of resisting "1/12th dozen" orders likely destined for duplication yet most were unable to resist the lure of large sales that might be reaped. As in styled fabrics and apparel, copying was endemic and annoying, but moralizing appeals proved as weak as patenting, given the sizable expenses of challenging infringers and the brief life span of designs. Jewelry rested far from Corliss engines or the major electrical corporations' innovations, where the resources for battling patent claims were ample.

Marketing practices also shifted decisively during the depression in another way. "Since the hard times of '93-'94-'95," said Manufacturing Jeweler in 1899, "buyers have been more cautious and conservative in making purchases,
preferring to give small orders and repeating the same as their wants dictate, instead of placing large ones at the risk of being unable to make clean sales.” This imposed costs on manufacturers “on account of the greater expense of making small quantities,” but it limited their exposure to “losing heavily by [jobbers’] failures” and reduced the scale of end-of-season returns, an old trade abuse. Jobbers once more insisted on six-month credits and “dating ahead,” which slowed makers’ cash flows. These conditions enhanced the attractiveness of sales to department stores, mail order firms, and “scheme goods” houses (e.g., Buffalo’s Larkin Company), for they paid cash promptly on receipt of goods, and the scheme goods houses, at least, placed huge orders for cheap chains, bracelets, and collar studs used as premiums. In 1897 Republicans, restored to power, pushed the jewelry tariff rate to 60 percent ad valorem, nearly doubling the 35 percent rate established in the despised Wilson tariff of 1893 and balking the flow of low-end German imports. By 1899 area jewelers noted that it was no longer necessary to “push goods upon buyers,” for at last the market was “drawing the goods from the manufacturers.” Though the new “coppper trust” had forced brass prices up nearly 20 percent and tales abounded of kickback demands among department store buyers, the worst was over.

One of Providence’s largest jewelry-manufacturing “apartment” buildings was the Irons and Russell Building, at the corner of Chestnut and Clifford streets. In 1908 it was occupied by the Irons and Russell Company, emblem manufacturers; Waitt, Mathewson and Company, plated jewelry manufacturers; C. Sydney Smith Company and E. L. Spencer, producers of solid gold goods; William Beena Company, silver novelties manufacturers; and Art Metal Company, producers of art metal findings. RIIH Collection (RIHi X3 3014).

One sign of clearing skies was renewed construction of factory “apartment” buildings. Before 1893 five manufacturers had erected multistory plants designed to house their own operations and to provide smaller firms with leasable space that could be reclaimed should the core enterprise expand. In 1893-94 the Kent and Stanley jewelry firm adopted this strategy on a grand scale, erecting the seven-story Manufacturers’ Building at a cost of $625,000. They filed for bankruptcy within two years, victims of “this monster undertaking,” and the property passed at auction to Charles Fletcher, a local worsted-fabrics magnate. As it filled with new renters in 1897-98, other investors commenced smaller tenant-oriented structures, completing five of them by 1900 in or near the jewelry district, most with retail stores on the ground level and from four to seventeen manufacturers above. Each was sponsored by real estate and banking interests, not by an individual firm on the older pattern. Indeed, when the area’s largest ring maker, Ostby and Barton, doubled the size of its factory at this time, it made no provision for tenants, recognizing that market mechanisms had institutionalized creating factory spaces for lease.

Outsiders also saw profit potentials in the reviving jewelry industry. In April 1899, drawn by the price increases that the International Silver merger had yielded, New York promoter Seymour Bookman began soliciting leading Providence and Attleboro firms to join a jewelry consolidation that would concentrate about three-fifths of the industry’s capacity in one corporation. Manufacturing Jeweler mocked the notion, arguing that “it would be utterly impossible to get any considerable number of manufacturers interested, as each one had his own individual opinions and methods of doing business, and would not sacrifice them for a common cause.” Better to “organiz[e] against the jewelry credit system that is constantly a loss to them” than to chase this chimera.
Manufacturers interviewed allowed that they would be glad to sell their properties to a trust at high valuations and for cash but admitted that this would hardly limit competition, “for they would immediately go into business again.”

One sagely added that only “when jewelry is sold like nails, or car-tracks, or any staple commodity, then a jewelry trust might appear feasible.” “It would seem as sensible to form a trust of ‘artists’ brains’ as to form a jewelry trust, he continued, because “dealers . . . are ever looking for something new—new creations—and originality.” Only a few staple lines might work out in a merger “such as collar buttons, plain band rings, etc., but they are a small part of the great whole.”

Fewer than twenty proprietors responded to Bookman's call: a mid-April meeting to explore his proposal. After findings manufacturer S. C. Bigney vehemently attacked the plan (“Our house will submit to the dictation of no man or set of men”), only one maker spoke favorably about the concept; the proposed merger was interred without ceremony when another meeting two weeks later drew an audience of two.

The jewelry trust idea was plainly deficient, as was its initiator’s knowledge of the industry. Yet there was an important insight in J. M. Fisher’s dismissive comment that “jewelry manufacturers could never successfully unite their interests.” As outlined above, the trade was structurally and functionally divided among final-goods makers, component suppliers, and auxiliary specialists. The first group was subdivided into companies primarily working gold and gold plate, silver, or brass (or a combination of these), producing tens of thousands of designs for market segments ranging from giveaway premiums to middle-class finery. Given this spread, there were only a few “interests” or “common causes” around which proprietors could unite, and for each they created a separate institution: a Board of Trade for credit checks, a Security Alliance to pursue thieves, a League for life insurance and a Protective League for theft insurance. At tariff-revision time separate Providence and Attleboro special committees convened to forward jewelers’ petitions or protests to Congress, though these did have better effect than occasional proposals promoting a public School of Metallic Arts in the Rhode Island capital. The umbrella New England Manufacturing Jewelers’ Association was moribund in the late 1890s, reviving as a rallying point for the trade only when labor agitation surfaced in 1900. With annual dues at only $15 a firm, half of which was literally eaten up at semiannual banquets, it had neither the resources nor the charge to challenge jobbers’ market power, establish quality standards, or, in any sense, regulate competition. This organizational diffusion and incapacity would persist.

The new century’s opening years almost uniformly lifted the fortunes, if not the spirits, of New England jewelry manufacturers. It was a time of both record sales and the first labor controversies in two decades, plus continued anxieties about fierce competition and prickly relations with wholesalers. The raw numbers were surely impressive. Between 1899 and 1906 Providence jewelry output values increased nearly 60 percent to $21 million, while wage payments rose by half to a workforce only 15 percent larger. Moreover, the increase in women’s average earnings (34 percent to $392) far outran men’s gains (22 percent), though not their incomes ($668). Trade in the Attleboros jumped even more dramatically, from $8.4 million in 1900 to $14.9 million six years later (up 77 percent), with jewelry employment passing 6,000, approaching Providence’s
8,150. For workers as consumers, however, increases in the cost of living of 10 to 15 percent undercut advances in earnings.

As always, there are stories behind the statistics. The labor upheaval, accompanied by frequent references to rising consumer prices, may have brought wage hikes despite organizers’ failure to establish effective unions; but part of workers’ income gains likely came just from longer hours in busier rush seasons.

There was no change in the trade’s severe seasonality—a brief trade flurry after New Year’s, flat springs and summers, and a succession of seventy-hour weeks from September until early December. Swelling output values chiefly reflected a substantial increase in the production of gold jewelry after 1900. Materials expenses thus rose by 80 percent, faster than any other cost, with the consequence that value added by manufacture expanded by only 37 percent, appreciably less than the growth in the cost of labor. Put another way, a 60 percent sales increase added just 25 percent to the funds firms could draw on for rent, power, office and sales staff, and other expenses after paying for materials and labor and before figuring profits. More business and higher-grade goods did not necessarily bring commensurate returns.

The data also conceal the opening phase of a shift in the trade’s labor-process organization. Between 1899 and 1906, though the compensation paid to women workers rose, their numbers decreased, at least in the factory reports. Given that male employment increased over a thousand, this seems odd, for women had long been tasked to ancillary jobs (e.g., cleaning and carding jewelry) that should have risen in proportion. As scattered reports first appearing in 1905 indicate, manufacturers were moving the most routine of these tasks outside their factories and into women’s homes, setting in motion an outwork and subcontracting dynamic that saved factory floor space and exploited the labor of married women and their children. This practice would expand significantly.
over the next decade. Figures on output and employment also mask the substantial turnover of firms in the jewelry industry. A 1903 analysis of the region's trade since 1893 showed the total number of enterprises to have risen from 335 to 385, but it also revealed that 125 (or 38 percent) of the companies present at the onset of the depression had vanished in ten years and that 183 new starts had taken their place. Survivors represented just over half the firms active in 1903. The biggest among them, Ostby and Barton's ring house, with 690 employees, and T. W. Foster, with 305, might exude confidence, but most jewelry entrepreneurs and many workers had reason to greet prosperous years with a caution born from experience.16

Though rumors of labor organizing circulated through the region in 1900, a visible union movement did not appear until 1903, when the AFL-affiliated Jewelers' Union and its colleague, the Brotherhood of Silversmiths, attempted to build on recent achievements in the New York district. Manhattan's fine jewelers, who dominated the trade's high-end gold and precious-stones division, had staved off a threatened strike in fall 1901 by conceding a nine-hour day to organized workers. The next autumn, nicely timed to correspond with the rush season, the Jewelers' Union targeted Newark, and the silversmiths the entire metropolitan area, calling for nine hours' work with ten hours' pay. When Newark's leading firms (as Manufacturing Jeweler reported) "formed a tacit agreement . . . to resist," strikes commenced in late October, just as 600 of Tiffany's 1,700 Newark workers presented similar demands. New York silversmiths struck in early November; at least six firms "accepted the men's schedule" within a week, encouraging the Tiffany force to walk out on the tenth. Management discharged them, only to discover "a great demand for the Tiffany workmen . . . by New York firms who have granted their request for nine hours. They find they must have more men to finish their orders for the holiday trade." Tiffany and five New York silver companies held out and prevailed by mid-December, but Newark jewelers agreed at year's end to commence nine-hour days on 1 January 1903.17

Providence interests, employees and manufacturers alike, keenly watched these events unfold alongside nearer organizing drives among Connecticut brass workers and Massachusetts horn and celluloid ornament makers. Gorham moved first, reducing the workweek to fifty-five hours at sixty hours' pay for four summer months in an effort to preempt unionists; then it fired six members of the Silver Finishers' League to emphasize the point. Die cutters made the workers' first sally, presenting the ten-hours'-pay-for-nine-hours'-work demand in May 1903 before conducting a one-day walkout at all the small shops and Gorham. Several small die makers agreed to nine-for-nine and work resumed, but the others refused all propositions; Gorham rejected three different proposals and fired its die cutters. Before the die-shop controversy faded out (without gains for the workers), the Jewelers' Union circularized several hundred regional firms on 15 May with its demands: ten-for-nine, time and a third for work beyond nine hours, and a paid half-hour dinner break during rush seasons. Spring meetings had brought 1,700 Providence men onto its rolls, making their Local 9 the largest in any jewelry center. Local 9 soon laid plans for a women's "auxiliary" and for organizing the Attleboros. In tune with the trade's seasonality, the union set 1 September as the deadline for the manufacturers' acquiescence or, that failing, a strike vote. "Through lack of organization," said Manufacturing Jeweler, proprietors were "entirely at sea as to what
may be done or what should be done,” having believed “that it would be impossible to organize the journeymen into an effective union.”

The summer’s delay afforded manufacturers time to effect a collective response, and it also provided the occasion for the union to shoot itself in the foot. Even as NEMJA canvassed its members and several hundred nonmember firms, the Jewelers’ Union propelled itself into a headlong contest with Manhattan firms that helped wreck its Providence initiative. A New York worker withdrew from the union and stopped paying his dues. His colleagues at an all-union shop demanded his discharge; its owner refused, and workers left their benches. The union backed the shopmen’s position, but 69 Manhattan jewelry manufacturers supported the owner by locking out 1,400 Jewelers’ Union members in early
August, NEMJA soon announced that 252 eastern firms had signed a resolution rejecting Local 9’s propositions, just as the union called on Providence members for 50-cent weekly contributions to aid those idled in New York. The women’s auxiliary failed to ignite measurable support, and earlier enthusiasm for a strike waned. On 1 September the union president temporized, saying, “We are willing to let [the owners] bide their time; we can wait for a few weeks.” Ten days later the New York lockout succeeded and the Jewelers’ Union surrendered “unconditionally.” The solidarity of Providence manufacturers was never tested, for the union’s moment had passed. Local 9’s membership faded quietly away, as did the “labor question” in the regional jewelry trades. The conjunction of the New York tactical catastrophe (and its demands for funds from Providence workers rather than offers of funds to back them) with a rare unity among eastern proprietors hostile to “interference” sank the union movement in 1903.39

The antiunion drive gave NEMJA a membership boost, with participation passing the 300 mark in 1904, when the organization incorporated as the more inclusive New England Manufacturing Jewelers’ and Silversmiths’ Association (NEMJ&SA). Yet the association continued to fumble. It was unable to assemble a group exhibit for that year’s Saint Louis Exposition, just as it had earlier failed to mobilize members’ contributions to help match a $50,000 endowment contributed to the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD). Though complaints continued about jobbers’ abuse of discounts and the increase of cancellations, though overcompetition and price-cutting remained endemic and all admitted the need for thorough costing, though ideas for invigorating technical education and trade schools surfaced periodically, NEMJ&SA took none of these issues to heart, instead continuing its rounds of banquets and summer excursions. In these prosperous years it managed only to memorialize Congress on behalf of a weak National Stamping Act (prohibiting the marking of gold goods at improperly high karats) and to secure $350 from members to fund free places in twice-weekly evening jewelry classes held in a RISD basement room. Absent a crisis, the association lapsed into inactivity.40

Still the Providence district remained an ideal place to manufacture jewelry. When a Taunton, Massachusetts, editorialist complained that his town could not attract jewelry firms despite its “better facilities,” a Rhode Islander offered a pointed response: “Experience has shown that it is easier, more convenient and more profitable to conduct a manufacturing business in places where similar manufactures are largely conducted.” Of course, this clustering in part reflected ready access to a pool of workers already “skilled in that particular branch,” as at regional textile or shoe centers; but in jewelry there was something more. Nearly all attempts to establish jewelry plants in the West had failed, despite ample capital and worker-training schemes. “The chief reason for this is the difficulty of getting supplies promptly. No matter how well equipped a jewelry factory is, there occur every day demands for this, that, and the other line of supplies, or for outside skilled assistance, in one way or another, which is impossible to be obtained . . . in any towns far removed from centers of jewelry making, where such cognate pursuits are carried on.” Although Taunton was perhaps near enough to anticipate some spillover from the Attleboros, it could hardly rival the flexible response of the jewelry district’s networks.41

Three sorts of difficulties still troubled individual firms, two relating to the labor force and one to profits. Apprenticeships had faded away in the 1880s (except at Gorham), so that the “all-round” skilled worker had become increasingly
scarce, as in other metal trades. Meanwhile, technical change and the emergence of findings firms and auxiliary specialists had inaugurated a diffuse division of labor, with machine tenders overseeing “automatic” chain makers or running small die presses in findings shops, and highly—but narrowly—skilled men cutting dies or coaxing quality results from plating baths in auxiliaries. However, able “bench hands” still remained crucial for producing hundreds of seasonal samples (often initiating the designs themselves), for carrying out the finishing stages in production, and for handling special orders, repairs, and the reworking of “seconds” too valuable to scrap. A competent bench worker could shift readily from engraving gold rings to ornamenting silver brooches, moving quickly with the vagaries of incoming orders’ sizes and specifications, and could stand both the pressure of the rush season and the stress of short hours or layoffs in the slack months. In a classic free-rider stalemate, as the core journeymen aged, no manufacturing jeweler proved willing to take the risks and incur the expenses of reinstalling apprenticeships. Few immigrant craftsmen ventured north to Providence either, for they found ample opportunities in the high-end New York-Newark complex (which was not, incidentally, more congenial to the rising Jewish segment of the incoming stream). Locally, young men with a metal-trades interest favored positions at Brown and Sharpe or Gorham (together employing 6,000 in 1907) over the irregularities of the jewelry industry. Thus the first feature of the labor impasse, a shrinking pool of skilled workers, seemed intractable.

Outwork, informed by obviously gendered views of the labor market, solved the second labor problem, the firms’ inability to provide enough space for factory workers in rush seasons. Huge fall demand in 1905 and 1906 overwhelmed the shop capacities of Providence and Attleboro companies, particularly those in the low-end brass and chain sectors, inducing them to send work out to women “who have long since retired from the jewelry industry.” Though Manufacturing Jeweler worried about the market’s enthusiasm for cheap jewelry and declining commitments to quality, proprietors with stuffed order books simply sought means to get the goods made before the fall surge ebbed. By 1906 this entailed sending unspecified “machines” (perhaps foot-powered die presses) to the homes of married women, along with routine piecework—assembling pendants, watch fobs, and 10-cent earrings or attaching finished pieces to cards for retail displays. Shifting these jobs “outside” cleared factory space for other uses and confirmed the value of outwork as a competitive strategy. Firm owners might bemoan the decrease of young men willing to commit to the jewelry trade as a vocation, but they cheerfully pursued “retired” young mothers to fill the busy seasons’ labor requirements.

In the absence of usable company records, the profits question is tricky, for owners often whined about thin margins. Yet finding such complaints amid historically vigorous jewelry markets makes it worth taking them seriously. Late in 1906, proclaimed by Manufacturing Jeweler “the best year for ten or fifteen years past,” manufacturers reported that “many goods are really being made at a loss,” for in the months since prices had been set on samples, the cost of silver, stones, and supplies had jumped. Overall this led to a “margin of profit... less than usual.” S. O. Bigney added that labor expenses had also risen; thus, “in order to show an equal [dollar] amount of profit over some former years, a larger business had been necessary.” In March 1907 prominent Newark firms announced a 10 percent price increase. Manufacturing Jeweler urged New
England makers to follow suit and correct the problem of “large sales and small profits.” The leading firms took no action; soon the fall panic threw the trade into a temporary crisis, shrinking hopes of any profits, much less enlarged ones.44

Late in September 1907 Attleboro’s S. O. Bigner assured delegates to the second annual convention of the National Retail Jewelers’ Association in Chicago that huge autumn harvests meant that Rockefeller and the denizens of “Wall Street and the other gambling hells of the country” could not ruin prosperity or plunge the nation into panic and depression. These brave words revealed both Bigner’s proprietary populism and his ignorance of finance. Six weeks later, at the height of the panic, Providence’s Union Trust Company, with $28 million in deposits for twenty-five thousand accounts, closed its doors and entered receivership. The Jewelers’ National Bank in North Attleboro failed in December, its cashier a suicide. Thus opened an unsettling period in the New England jewelry centers, years in which a gradual accumulation of sour news eroded Bigner’s confidence and that of many among his colleagues.46

The regional banking crisis receded within six months. Union was the preferred financial institution for jewelry proprietors, and its blocked accounts caused them short-term trouble in amassing payrolls. There was a further difficulty. Firms had, as usual, borrowed substantially from Union Trust to cover expenses for materials and supplies during the fall rush, giving in promissory notes normally redeemed as revenues trickled in. These notes often required a series of renewals for shrinking balances due the bank. Expecting that spotty winter collections would hazard timely redemptions, proprietors feared that receivers would decline to make the customary renewals as reorganization proceeded. However, manufacturers reached an accommodation with the bank overseers (by unrecorded means) that averted multiple defaults, and Union re-opened under new management in May 1908. The ten Attleboro men who had sponsored the collapsed Jewelers’ National fared worse, for the comptroller of the currency assessed the bank’s stockholders “100 per cent on the par value of their stock” in order to cover four-fifths of an estimated $100,000 shortage. By May a 60 percent dividend on depositors’ accounts was authorized, and a newly chartered bank gratefully received some $250,000 issued to the claimants. The panic froze funds and slowed trade, causing considerable anxiety and some real losses; but the jewelry district’s larger troubles arose from other quarters—market conflicts, “garret” new starts that created what a trade-journal headline called “Ruinous Competition” in cheap jewelry, and a rapid expansion of output, none of which trade institutions could arrest.47

Controversies between producers and jobbers were standard fare, but between 1909 and 1912 an old abuse resurfaced. Jobbers refused to order seasonal styles for their own stockrooms, purchasing only sets of samples for their salesmen to show retailers. Now, instead of initial stock invoices that identified the winners among each firm’s new styles, followed by further calls for the most
successful designs, manufacturers again encountered pressure to make and hold inventories of their entire lines, ready for a stream of rush orders demanding instant shipment. In order to get the earliest possible look at samples, rival jobbers started circulating among the factories weeks before the informal opening dates, 1 May and 1 December. Enough manufacturers unveiled their new styles that seasons began creeping backward to early April and November. In 1911 leaders of NEMJ&SA and the jobbers' association agreed that new lines would be opened only on 1 May and 1 December, but members and others ignored the agreement. Increasingly chaotic competition resulted, in which (1) final-goods firms responded to design piracy, inventory demands, and price shaving in part by passing these viruses to the findings makers who furnished components; (2) jobbers claimed that they too faced a crisis of rising expenses and slipping margins; (3) retailers protested the inability of manufacturers to organize to solve "the question of standard quality [and] equitable selling prices"; and (4) outwork spread steadily as a craze for mesh bags ballooned.48

Mesh bags, copied from European novelties, consisted of a fabric made from interlocked metal rings fashioned into purses of varied sizes and topped with ornamental bar clasps attached to the uppermost row of rings. Though the two halves of the clasp could be formed in die presses, the ring mesh had to be fashioned one link at a time, by hand—a classic low-wage, labor-intensive process. Facing huge demand, jewelry manufacturers engaged subcontractors to secure a homeworking labor force. In 1910 the trade journal Metal Industry reported that perhaps two-thirds of the district's working-class women were "engaged in the production of the mesh bag," with many "hustling concern[s]" employing "three or four hundred persons who devote most of their spare time" to it. In one day's Providence newspapers that year, four contractors advertised for sixteen hundred outside hands. Several years later Massachusetts authorities counted over nine thousand outwork mesh makers in the Attleboro area alone. According to the report, "all but two of the [one hundred] contractors found in this industry were women, nearly all married women," some of whom "make an annual profit of $4,000 or $5,000." By contrast, "nine-tenths" of home workers "earned less than $150" yearly.49

Though at least four-fifths of the region's twenty thousand outworkers in 1912 were purse makers, moving other tasks outside the factory had attractions elsewhere in the trade. Linking varieties of chain that were not machine producible; attaching "bars, drops, swivels, barrels, catches, or ornaments" to trade items; painting designs on enameled brooches and pins; performing low-end stone setting, beading, burnishing, and wire work—all these occupied women and their children in piecework home production. Proprietors cloaked their tactics in the garb of charity ("of especial value to the unemployed or families where sickness has left them almost destitute for the necessities of life"). Yet their importance to the industry became clear at tariff hearings in 1909, where New England delegates fought (successfully) against any lowering of the barriers to German imports, lest cheap Pforzheim mesh bags derail their specialty market success.50

The magnetic appeal and cost-effectiveness of outwork further deranged market and pricing practices in the district, encouraging a spate of new starts by craftsmen hoping to pick up on the mesh bag's persistence. These tiny, almost phantom enterprises fed jobbers' eager demands for ever-cheaper bags by copying designs, playing the outwork game, and engaging finding firms and auxiliary die cutters and platers, thus requiring a minimal initial investment and an
The disaggregated production network's decay into hyperflexibility that undercut the capacities of veteran producers, the multiplying garage new starts and subcontractors, and the market power wielded by jobbers had implications that were soon apparent. Demand for mesh bags from Providence alone surpassed a half-million units in 1911, but the rest of the trade began to flounder in 1912. A writer in Metal Industry worried about the collapse of season-opening orders for wholesale stock: "The custom that has prevailed for the past two or three years on the part of the jobbers to send in their orders to the manufacturers for exactly the number of articles needed... and thus make the manufacturer carry the entire stock, has grown to a larger extent than ever this year. This has resulted in the manufacturer having... to fill orders at a moment's notice and then carry the book account for an indefinite period. In [addition] there has been a constant string of failures, bankruptcy proceedings, extensions, and other financial difficulties that in the aggregate have amounted to a considerable total and, generally speaking, it is the manufacturer who gets the short end."

Exactly so. At NEMJ&SA's April banquet, Metal Industry reported, proprietors muttered about the "unusually large number of failures [among] their customers." That spring most jobbers unnervingly delayed buying even samples of new lines until late May, perhaps in reaction to massive design theft, effectively "cutting [producers'] activities." Orders recovered moderately in the fall, but 1913 was a disaster. A general economic recession suppressed jewelry demand as much as it undercut machine tool sales, and the shift in market power punished jewelry manufacturers. Thirteen Providence firms sought bankruptcy protection in
1914; others scurried to make arrangements with their creditors, for the trade contraction now fell wholly upon producers holding quantities of jewelry that was not wanted and a dead loss. The 1913-14 crash proved the worst reversal in twenty years. "In 1893, while the manufacturers suffered severe losses through failures [among clients], it was the jobbers who were in straitened circumstances, while it is now the manufacturers that are being driven to the wall," an observer noted. Holding seasonal stock and extending long credits in a fashion trade represented a recipe for disaster.24

By 1914 the Providence and Attleboro jewelry industry had taken a critical misstep. With mutual distrust and subsectoral specialization obstructing any coordination to moderate either the effects of outwork or the pressures from wholesalers, leading enterprises lost the price advantages of novelty to rivals seeking short-term gains through copying and outwork. Particular new starts might temporarily reap quick returns, but "ruinous" competition's effects on the New England jewelry industry would be regretted for the next half century. A capacity for swift adjustment to fashions, erected in the years after 1880, devolved into a hyperflexible network that advantaged eager copyists, cynical jobbers, and large retailers.25 Production did not collapse in the region, for there was no other American center that possessed all the requirements of a disaggregated jewelry-manufacturing district, and there was little incentive for any locale to attempt to amass them. Nor did all firms slide into the slough; a few innovated, e.g., framing exclusive contracts to provide jewelry to schools, fraternities, and colleges, a strategy that carved a durable niche for the Balfour Company. Though there would be occasional busy years ahead, weak margins for most companies would mark those times as seasons of "profitless prosperity." The jewelry district of Rhode Island and southern Massachusetts would never quite regain the initiative and momentum it had established in the mid-1880s and had briefly revived in the early twentieth century.
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Frank and Lillian Gilbreth
Bring Order to Providence:
The Introduction of Scientific Management
at the New England Butt Company, 1912-13

In December 1911 Frank and Lillian Moller Gilbreth had been married for seven years. They celebrated Christmas in their Plainfield, New Jersey, home, watching as their five children, aged eight months to six years, played with their new building blocks next to the Christmas tree. Frank was a self-made man, a successful building contractor, with offices in New York and London. His California-born wife, Lillian, acted as his adviser and junior partner. She had recently submitted her Ph.D. dissertation, which applied psychology to management, to her alma mater, the University of California at Berkeley. Both Gilbreths were keenly interested in scientific management, which was almost a secular religion among progressives of a certain type, and both were disciples of Frederick Winslow Taylor, the patriarch of the movement.

Yet within a month of that apparently peaceful Christmas, the Gilbreths’ world was turned upside down. Tragedy struck in January 1912, when the two oldest children contracted diphtheria; six-year-old Anne recovered, but five-year-old Mary died. The parents, particularly Frank, were devastated, but they were unable to talk freely about Mary’s death. “It was an experience that an understanding psychiatrist might possibly have adjusted,” Lillian wrote later, “but it was not adjusted, and left a permanent scar.” In addition, Lillian’s dissertation was rejected by the University of California’s academic senate, which, according to Lillian, felt “that it should not break a precedent by omitting the requirement of a final year in residence.” That was a requirement she had found difficult to meet, since she had young children and her work in the family contracting firm to keep her in New Jersey.

By the middle of 1912 the Gilbreths had moved to Providence, where they started a new life, professionally, personally, and academically. On one level the motivation for their move was obvious: the house in Plainfield held many unhappy memories. Moreover, the building trade was in one of its periodic recessions, and with Gilbreth, Inc., in disarray, they had decided to wind down the contracting business and set up a management consultancy company in Providence, where Frank had been engaged to introduce the principles of scientific management to the New England Butt Company. They would remain in Rhode Island for the next seven and a half years. It would be a productive period for both of them, with Frank developing ways of measuring and simplifying motion while Lillian applied psychology to management, stressing the importance of teaching workers why as well as what. The Gilbreths’ innovations at New England Butt would lead to a split with Taylor and change the direction of scientific management. Lillian would publish her rejected Ph.D dissertation and then write another one at Brown University and earn the right to put the letters Ph.D. after her name. In December 1912 she would have another baby,
and she would have five more before she and her husband moved back to New Jersey in 1920.

The Gilbreths were ready to move into scientific management consultancy in 1912, but their contact with the New England Butt Company, and thus their move to Providence, came about by chance. During the winter of 1911-12 Frank Gilbreth lectured on scientific management to a meeting of the Town Criers, a Providence “booster” club whose professed aim was to “study, promote and practice the most scientific and efficient business building methods and to boost Rhode Island.” The club boasted nearly five hundred members, many of whom attended weekly luncheons or evening lectures. Gilbreth’s talk must have made a considerable impact on at least one member of the audience John G. Aldrich, vice president of New England Butt. In April 1912, on Aldrich urging, Frank Gilbreth wrote to New England Butt’s president, Herbert N. Fenn, offering his services, which Fenn promptly accepted.

Ever methodical, the Gilbreths made a list (“The One Best Way to attack the problem,” according to Lillian) of the pros and cons of moving to Providence. Among the advantages that Lillian enumerated were two factors that directly affected her: since the new client, New England Butt, was located in Providence, she would be able “to see this initial work from day to day”; moreover, officials at Brown University “had proved cooperative in the plan of her taking the last year of attendance for her doctorate there and obtaining the necessary last word information on education and psychology.” Thus, even in a book she wrote to celebrate her husband’s achievements, Lillian made it clear that she had a strong supervisory interest in the work Frank undertook.

It has been suggested that the Gilbreths’ partnership illustrated the “narrativization of science,” in that Frank did the measurements while Lillian told the stories. At New England Butt, Frank Gilbreth measured and photographed, directed his young engineers, and cajoled the workers to accept the new methods, while Lillian stayed home with the babies (she was pregnant for the sixth time when the New England Butt contract began) and set down the theory of the importance of “the human element.” Cheaper By the Dozen, the 1948 bestseller written by two of the Gilbreth children, contains valuable insights into the Gilbreths’ work, and in the light of recent developments in cultural theory, it reveals more than the authors intended:

It was Mother who spun the stories which made the things we studied really unforgettable. If Dad saw motion study and team-work in an ant hill, Mother saw a highly complex civilization, governed, perhaps, by a fat old queen who had a thousand black slaves to bring her breakfast in bed mornings. If Dad stopped to explain the construction of a bridge, she would find the workman in his blue jeans, eating his lunch high on top of the span.

What her children saw as a fascinating story-telling technique, Lillian applied to a much wider audience in her work on scientific management. While she told her children the stories that humanized science and technology, she also wrote the words which, by adding the human element, softened the harshness of the efficiency schemes devised by technocrats like her husband. The combination of the scientific-sounding “technic” and the female virtue of cooperation summarized the Gilbreths’ work at New England Butt. It was this combination of words and ideas, coded male and female, that made the Gilbreths’ work
unique, and that made what they did at New England Butt not only an important turning point in scientific management but a small step towards the feminization of American culture.  

At New England Butt the Gilbreths developed a new scientific management synthesis that combined elements of Taylorite time study (which focused on time and measured work with a stopwatch) and Gilbreth motion study (which focused on movement and used moving pictures and specially calibrated clocks), added industrial betterment and personnel work, and wove everything together with the insights of psychology. It was a synthesis that bridged the masculine world of Frank Gilbreth, the self-made building contractor, and the increasingly feminine world of the turn-of-the-century university, where Lillie Moller had studied literature and psychology. It used state-of-the-art technology in the form of the chronocyclegaph, an instrument combining a motion-picture camera and a clock capable of measuring very small units of time, to discover movements that could be simplified or eliminated. To deal with the human element, it drew on the developing discipline of industrial psychology to persuade workers to accept the indicated changes.

The New England Butt Company had been founded in 1842, taking its name from its original product—butt hinges. At that time all such hinges were manufactured in England, but within a few years the company had captured most of the American market. New England Butt incorporated in 1853 and two years later started to diversify, adding braiding machines to its product line. Formerly all braiding machines had been made in Europe, but with the introduction of electricity the need for braided coverings for electric wires meant a vastly increased demand. By the early twentieth century the company was making braiding machines for a variety of purposes, including “fish lines, shoe laces, corset laces, curtain cords, clothes line, wicking, shoe thread, sash cord ... dress braids, military braids, rickrack braids ... square braids ... oval braids ... antennae wires, [and] tire beads.” In 1912 it had over two acres of floor space, including a foundry and several assembly shops. There were about three hundred employees, many of whom were skilled machinists. The company was not unionized.

The Gilbreths' project started out in an orthodox way. Horace K. Hathaway, a close associate of Taylor, made a preliminary visit to the plant, discussed his findings with Frank Gilbreth, and then reported to New England Butt. Noting that the workers seemed in “a receptive frame of mind” and ready to cooperate, Hathaway informed the company that “there is apparently no reason why the application of Scientific Management in your plant should not prove to be profitable,” but he cautioned that “this is not to be a hundred yard dash, but a long hard pull.” One of the basic tenets of orthodox Taylorism was that it took three to five years to install a system of scientific management in a way that would avoid backsliding once the installers withdrew. Taylor liked to talk about “a mental revolution” on the part of both workers and management, without which “scientific management does not exist.” But the Gilbreths were in a hurry, and they tried to install their system in thirteen months. This system was intended to be a model for other Gilbreth installations, as the system that Taylor had created at the Tabor Company in Philadelphia served as a model for his other installations. Charles Going, an old acquaintance, later wrote that he believed the Gilbreths were trying to “Out-Taylor Taylor” on this installation.
Still seeing himself as very much a Taylorite, Gilbreth surrounded himself with a Taylor-trained team of scientific management installers. Horace Hathaway, characterized by Gilbreth friend and biographer Edna Yost as an ultraorthodox Taylorite who "to the end of his long professional life . . . crossed the t's and dotted the i's according to his teacher," was retained as a consultant. One of Hathaway's assistants, Albert Shipley, was hired to organize the planning department, machine-shop toolroom, and storeroom. Former Hathaway assistant Leroy B. Fraser worked as a production clerk in the planning department. H. R. Brown, formerly of Link-Belt, another model Taylorite scientific management installation, was hired for time study, task and bonus setting, and machine respeeding. S. Edward Whitaker, who had worked with Taylor and Morris Llewellyn Cooke, another early advocate of scientific management, in 1906, was employed as an assistant in micromotion study, and he also helped change the cost-accounting and bookkeeping systems. Others trained by Taylor or his associates were hired for the installation as well.20

Yet it was the unorthodox parts of the installation that generally proved the most successful. One of these innovations was the "betterment room," a motion-study laboratory where Frank Gilbreth filmed volunteer braider assembly people at work. The Gilbreths explained the elaborate new micromotion method used there as "recording motions by means of a moving camera, a clock that will record different times of day in each picture of a motion picture film, a cross-sectioned background, and other devices for assisting in measuring the relative efficiency and wastefulness of motions."21 Much like ancient Greek sculptors, who used more than one model, Frank filmed many workers in his attempt to find an ideal movement.22 To elicit the cooperation of the workers, he showed them the film and asked for their comments and suggestions (a practice that Taylor disapproved of), and he invited them to a series of lectures on scientific management that he organized. He was also not above using financial incentives: volunteer operatives willing to be filmed were paid a bonus. Voluntarism was a major part of an effort to avoid labor problems.23

Other Gilbreth innovations24 included a tickler system, a reminder file for following up every order, every purchase, and every appointment. This system, which required accurate filing and regular input of information, posed some initial difficulties, but once they were overcome it seems to
have been effective. Another innovation was the “packer” system, which involved placing parts to be assembled in the correct sequence on hooks on a vertical lattice. This work was done by a low-paid worker, usually a boy, and it enabled the skilled assembler to work much faster. The parts were to be checked in the stockroom, but if a faulty component was somehow placed in the packet, the assembler was supposed to move on to a new workbench rather than spend time filing the incorrect part into shape. According to John Aldrich, the packet method reduced the time taken to assemble certain types of braiders from 37½ minutes to 8½ minutes, with the result that “workmen now turn out a much larger output with no more effort than formerly.” The Miller truck, another innovation, was a wheeled trolley that brought packets of materials to the workers and then served as a workbench and a transporter of finished products. Proponents of the Miller truck claimed that it saved 50 percent in the costs of handling machinery and parts within the factory. In an innovation that did follow a Taylor model, functional foremen were introduced. Under this system, foremen (who were sometimes clerical workers) were given specific jobs rather than general supervisory responsibilities. These jobs included such functions as routing work, writing instruction cards, checking stores, and maintaining shop discipline.

Although it is difficult to be certain what the workers felt about the changes at New England Butt, clues do exist in Edgar Whitaker's daily letters to Frank Gilbreth and in the letters later written to Margaret Hawley, a woman who was writing a master’s thesis on Frank Gilbreth in 1927-28. Hawley wrote to more than a hundred people who had known or worked with Frank Gilbreth over the years.

A letter to Hawley from Harry Hopkins, a New England Butt operative, testified to the Gilbreths’ shrewdness in installing the new methods in the office first. “It was a matter of amusement to us men in the shop to see [Frank Gilbreth] start in the office,” recalled Hopkins, “and it also made us feel as we were not the only ones that needed to be taught management. But the Officials took it a [sic] good spirit and when we started in the shop it seemed as though we were better prepared for it by the example the office set for us.” In another letter to Hawley, Joseph Piacitelli, who started at New England Butt as an office boy in 1912 and later became a Lillian Gilbreth-trained consulting engineer, noted the success Frank Gilbreth had in gaining the workers’ cooperation for his motion studies. “I do not know of any time when Mr. Gilbreth failed to get the cooperation of the workers,” wrote Piacitelli. “Invariably the men were enthusiastic and gave him hearty cooperation in his efforts to make the method less fatiguing. The workmen selected to be studied were always considered by him not merely as workers but investigators, having respect for their knowledge of their own work and utilizing their experience towards the establishment of the ‘ONE BEST WAY.’”

———
Cleanliness may or may not have been next to godliness, but it was certainly a notable feature of efficiency (as well as Americanization) in the minds of man progressives. Whitaker thus spent much of his first month on the job trying to clean up the plant. “I find the toilets and urinals in quite an untidy condition,” he informed Frank Gilbreth on 4 July 1912 (a day when the plant was closed). “I have spent a good part of the day, trying to determine a practical way of cleaning the closets, without an excess of hard labor.” Giving a graphic example of the grim thoroughness of many scientific management people, he went on to “recommend the issuance of a Standing Order, providing that the care of the toilet rooms be assigned to a definite person and that daily the bowls shall be swabbed out on the inside with a cloth using one circular motion, and then flushed, and that twice a week the outside shall be wiped over with a moist cloth.” Whitaker returned to the subject of cleaning the toilets six days later, when in true scientific fashion he reported that he had tried various chemicals but found their use “somewhat risky.” Dilute sulfuric acid damaged the enamel as did oxalic acid, so he settled on a proprietary brand, Dutch Cleanser, which although it required “hard rubbing,” seemed safer. He was also anxious to find the best method of cleaning the windows, which were coated with iron rust. Dutch Cleanser was again his choice for the job. Timing himself cleaning a large (sixty-paned) window, he found it took fifty-five minutes, but he suggested that “lower-priced labor” might be less efficient.

By 11 July Whitaker had turned his attention to emptying the wastebaskets. Aaron, a janitor, had a method that involved collecting all the wastepaper into one basket, which he then took down to the cellar and emptied over the coal pile in front of the boilers. This procedure caused great irritation to the fir-
man, since the papers scattered all over the floor and were difficult to shovel into the furnace. Whitaker therefore devised a new method: Aaron would collect the paper in a burlap sack and then deposit the sack in a specially painted barrel (stenciled “Paper” in black letters), and the fireman could burn the paper at convenient times. “I am gradually working out a definite time-table for Aaron,” added Whitaker, and by August he was trying to put that timetable into effect. Starting at 6:00 A.M., he followed Aaron on his morning rounds “and pushed him through his morning sweeping and dusting tasks by 8.15 instead of his usual hour of 9.30.” Aaron clearly did not take well to this pushing, for Whitaker commented that the janitor was “a foreigner and does not readily understand what he is told, and likes, or has a natural tendency to argue matters.” Yet Whitaker remained optimistic; “If one is very patient I think he can be taught to do all the necessary work, using the right motions, in an hour and a half.” But the wastebaskets seem to have been a problem area, and perhaps because Aaron may not have been literate in English, Whitaker suggested that they be emptied instead by an office boy, who would “look out for checks or money or valuable documents.”

While Gilbreth was prepared to deal with worker resistance to change through the use of incentives and industrial psychology, some of that resistance was rendered unnecessary by inefficiencies of management and disputes among the installers during the early months of the installation. When Hathaway recommended that machinists be relieved of responsibility for grinding and repairing their own tools, a change that he believed would increase productivity by reducing the time that machines were idle by 5 to 25 percent, the machinists reacted unfavorably, since it was a change that would undermine their traditional role and their sense of individuality in the work culture. The implementation of Hathaway’s proposal was impeded less by the workmen, however, than by a series of operational delays. A toolroom for storing, sharpening, and maintaining tools had to be set up, but the company’s management took several weeks to remove some obsolete machines that were occupying the needed space. Then Albert Shipley arrived without the necessary classification system for the toolroom. Next the delivery of a new tool grinder was delayed, and the machine did not arrive until November 1912. In August 1913 Whitaker reported to Gilbreth that the men clearly preferred to grind their own tools to their own specifications, and that “the Taylor Grinder, which was purchased at a large cost, has probably not been used since Mr. Shipley gave demonstration with it for Micro-Motion pictures, early in the spring.”

A second recommended change, the respeeding of machines, would have had a direct impact on the workers, but it was “virtually sabotaged” by Carl Barth, another ultraorthodox Taylorite, who would not allow Gilbreth the use of his slide rule methods to calculate the new speeds. This was not the first time that Taylorites had refused to share information with Gilbreth; in a flurry of letters between Taylor, Hathaway, and Sanford E. Thompson (an early Taylor disciple) in 1908, the three men had agreed that “Mr. Gilbreth is not a man whom it would be well to place a good deal of dependence on unless there is something further in view,” and they had decided that he should be denied access to the Taylor tools and secrets unless he was “ready to pay for it.” Gilbreth tried to deal with the respeeding problem by sending one of his people, an engineer named Robertson, to confer with Barth and visit companies where the slide rule method had been used. This effort ended in failure when Robertson, soon
after returning to New England Butt, left Gilbreth’s employment to work for Barth in Cleveland.39

In August 1912 Whitaker reported a potentially serious labor problem involving a carpenter, Steven Vose, who had recently left New England Butt for reasons that do not seem to have survived. Vose had spoken to organizers for the Industrial Workers of the World, who had then called a meeting. After word was “quietly passed” among the company’s workers (excluding the foremen), about eighty employees met on the evening of 16 August in Olneyville, a working-class area of Providence some two or three miles from the New England Butt factory. Little seems to have been accomplished at the meeting, and the IWW never gained a foothold at the company. When news of the incident reached Taylor, however, it served to worsen the already poor opinion he had of Frank Gilbreth’s competence. Gilbreth “had no business whatsoever to undertake the systematizing of a large company of this sort without having any experience in the field,” Taylor wrote to Hathaway. Hathaway’s reply revealed the ambivalence that many felt about Frank Gilbreth: they liked him personally, but they had doubts about his orthodoxy as a Taylorite. “I like Gilbreth and admire his ability,” declared Hathaway, “and I see no good reason why he should not ultimately be able to do good work in the systematizing line if he plays the game according to the rules.” But, he added, “I must confess to a certain amount of uneasiness as to his adhering strictly to the rules.”32

Aside from such innovations as the packet system and the Miller truck, where the Gilbreths’ approach differed from those of most other scientific management installers of the time was in its insistence on a simultaneous improvement of the workers’ environment. Known in Germany, where it originated, as welfare work, the systematic effort to improve working conditions was called industrial betterment in the United States. The principles and methods of this effort strongly resembled those expounded by Lillian Gilbreth in her rejected Ph.D. thesis, which was published in serial form in Industrial Engineering and Engineering Digest beginning in May 1912, when the Gilbreths were starting the installation at the New England Butt Company. Lillian’s thesis can thus be read as a manual for the application of psychology in that installation.33

Stressing individualism, Lillian insisted that scientific management was “built on the basic principle of recognition of the individual, not only as an economic unit but also as a personality, with all the idiosyncrasies that distinguish a person.” Individual differences could best be recognized and put to productive use through the application of psychology, she said. Examining the psychological aspects of worker training, she claimed that the attitude of the worker toward both his foreman and his employer improved under the new system she was advocating; instead of being “natural enemies,” they “all now become friends, with the common aim, cooperation, for the purpose of increasing output and wages and lowering costs.” (As Elton Mayo showed a decade later in the Hawthorne experiment, the increased attention paid to workers under the new system was probably a more important determinant of increased output than any minor changes in training methods or working conditions.)34

Lillian’s approach to training was less authoritarian than that of the more orthodox Taylorites. Lillian believed that the best teachers simply clarified what
the worker already knew. Teachers were the "means of presenting to him the underlying principles of his own experience," she said; it was only when he understood that the new methods were derived from actual study of workers, rather than from the imagination of "experts," that he would "be able to cooperate with all his energy." Her itemization of the methods of teaching under scientific management included written methods, like detailed instruction cards describing what had to be done, and oral methods, whereby the foreman told the workers what to do and how to do it. She also included object lessons, using working models, demonstrations, and moving pictures. Recognizing the changing nature of the labor force, she noted that training films were particularly useful "when the workers do not speak the same language as the teacher."35

Lillian concluded her treatise on a strongly optimistic note: with the cooperation of the workers, she declared, industrial warfare could cease and "true 'Brotherhood' may some day come to be." It was, certainly, a utopian view, but like other scientific management pioneers (and like Herbert Hoover, for whom she was to work in the early 1930s), she believed that the system would solve most of the problems of the developing industrial economy. Lillian recognized that traditional schemes of welfare work had an "underlying flaw," for they could be regarded by both sides as charity. If welfare work improved the physical conditions of a plant, for instance, employees would be inclined to see that improvement as only reasonable, while the employer might resent the fact that his employees saw as a right what he himself construed as generosity. If an employer offered workers a new plant library or a picnic, they might resent it as charity, preferring to see the expended money in their paychecks instead.

Lillian suggested that welfare and betterment could be so integrated into the general management scheme under scientific management that there would be no need for a company welfare department. While admitting that "it may be necessary . . . to provide for nurses, physical directors or advisors," she contended that these people "benefit the employers as much as the employés. They must go on the regular payroll as part of the efficiency equipment." This was to reassure the workers that "there is absolutely no feeling of charity, or of gift, in having them; that they add to the perfectness of the entire establishment."36

New management practices at New England Butt do seem to have given the workers some sense of ownership in their work as well as increasing their productivity. According to Edna Yost, visitors to New England Butt saw "men with a new type of interest in their work" who were receiving better wages than before (a not insignificant factor), and who, rather than losing all pleasure in the jobs they did, felt that their dignity was intact. They had weekly meetings with senior management, where policies were discussed and criticized and where "the president of the company sat on the same kind of chair and had the same kind of cigar to smoke."37 This vision of equality was what Lillian Gilbreth described in the concluding pages of The Psychology of Management, where she argued that scientific management "will accomplish two great works. 1. It will educate the worker to the point where workers will be fitted to work, and to live. 2. It will aid the cause of Industrial Peace."38

The Gilbreths' version of welfare work, or "betterment," covered many practical details, including decent working conditions, chairs, better lighting, clean bathrooms, lunchrooms, and regular rest periods. It also involved education for the workers through libraries and lectures. The Gilbreths believed that better conditions would lead to contented workers, which in turn would mean
greater profits—a claim made (and proved) by progressive employers at least as far back as Robert Owen at the New Lanark Mills in Scotland in the 1820s.

The fundamental difference between the old and the new styles of scientific management lay, in fact, beyond the different emphases on time or motion, beyond different technologies in the use of the stopwatch or the movie camera, beyond the personal ambitions and antagonisms of Taylor and Frank Gilbreth. It lay, rather, in very different assumptions about workers. It was a difference that echoed the classic contrast between the ideas of English philosophers Thomas Hobbes and John Locke, between pessimistic and optimistic views of human nature, reflected, respectively, in the ideas of Taylor and the Gilbreths.

Taylor saw workers as morally weak, in need of help and discipline to discover and do the right thing; hard work, he believed, helped to improve their morality and well-being. Revisionists like the Gilbreths, on the other hand, saw workers as good men and women being stifled by poor environments; in the view of the revisionists, both better morality and hard work could be promoted by improvements in workers’ physical and environmental conditions. Orthodox Taylorites decried “soldiering”—a communal work-culture practice of employees who had a tacit (or sometimes spoken) agreement to pace themselves in their work, thus necessarily limiting production—and they saw it everywhere. Like most of their contemporaries, many Taylorites disliked labor unions, and they wished

The Gilbreths believed in eliminating unnecessary fatigue. Toward that end, workers were provided with chairs. Whether the Gilbreths approved of pinups is not clear. No. 85-122, Gilbreth Collection, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.
to replace collective bargaining with individual piecework arrangements based on "scientific" measurements of how long particular tasks should take. Although the revisionists (who seldom spoke of soldiering) praised individuality and self-reliance, they worked with unions, and they managed to arrive at an understanding with the American Federation of Labor by the early 1920s."

As part of the effort to educate and broaden the outlook of workers at New England Butt, Frank Gilbreth invited them to a series of lectures on scientific management. These talks started in July 1912 and continued every Tuesday evening for at least nine months, taking place in a room (dubbed "Frederick Taylor Hall") in Frank Gilbreth's sister's music school. Attendance records, punctiliously kept by Whitaker, show that audiences ranged from a low of fourteen, when Robert Kent, an editor of Industrial Engineering, spoke about Watertown Arsenal (where the introduction of scientific management had led to major labor unrest), to a high of over two hundred, when Frederick Taylor himself addressed an audience that included the members of the Town Criers.

Women made up a significant minority among the lectures' attendees, usually accounting for 10 to 20 percent of those present. On one occasion they even outnumbered the men, fifteen to fourteen; this was to hear a panel that included two women—a Miss Lucas, "a teacher in a children's school," and Miss Page, of the recently established Providence Cooperative Employment Bureau. Miss Page also spoke on at least two other occasions, as did Alice Hunt, the president of the Providence chapter of the Consumers' League. The presence of a representative of the Consumers' League suggests that elements of scientific management appealed to social workers and "social feminists" as a means of raising living standards among the general population. For Hunt's talk on 25 March 1913, "a neat card invitation was placed in the hands of every man and woman employed in the machine shop of New England Butt Company," Whitaker reported.

Another effort to encourage the workers involved the so-called Home Reading Box. This was a way of redistributing old magazines. In rather typical Frank Gilbreth fashion, it involved an elaborate system under which young men in cars collected magazines from householders and deposited these magazines through a window into a box at New England Butt ("that the day's work might not be interrupted"). The workers could take as many as they liked and either keep or return them. Responding to criticism that the magazines were of the "lighter variety," Gilbreth noted that the box's contents included Scribner's, Century, Atlantic Monthly, and six volumes of the Encyclopedia Britannica! "I believe with all my heart that it is the best scheme yet devised to help in educating the worker," he told a reporter from the Providence Journal. Gilbreth saw the worker as suffering from two major problems: "In the first place he has no vocabulary. In the second place he cannot read fast or remember what he does read." Gilbreth's Home Reading Box reflected the optimistic, progressive spirit of the time: give the workers access to knowledge, the thinking ran, and they will use it. (Andrew Carnegie had another scheme for workers' self-improvement, better organized but much more expensive.) Doing its part in this self-education movement, the Providence Public Library set up a branch at New England Butt. The first book borrowed, it reported, was Dante's Divine Comedy, taken out by an Italian employee."

These welfare measures were designed to promote industrial democracy and, ultimately, brotherhood and industrial harmony by expanding the horizons of the workers. New England Butt employees may also have found encouragement in the interest taken in them by the teachers and students of the Gilbreth Summer Schools. These free, two-week sessions of instruction in scientific management were held during four summers, from 1913 to 1916. Their curriculum consisted of morning and evening lectures, between which the participants, who were mostly business-school professors of management, visited plants, most often New England Butt, where they talked to operatives about the installation of scientific management. With a flair for publicity, Frank Gilbreth invited a steady stream of well-publicized visitors to New England Butt. The most important, from his professional viewpoint, was doubtless Frederick W. Taylor, who spent an hour touring the plant on 11 February 1913. According to Whitaker, Taylor was favorably impressed:

He had a pretty comprehensive view of all except the Foundry. He was photographed in a series of Micro-motion study pictures; the packet method of assembly was demonstrated for him; he declared this method was the quickest he had ever seen; he said that he had never seen a better Tool Room; he expressed his opinion that the cross-sectioning of the desks in the Planning Department was a fine scheme. But whatever Taylor might have said to Whitaker, it is clear that the success of Frank Gilbreth's innovations at New England Butt irritated him. Taylor was already suspicious of Gilbreth's grasp of scientific management. He had initially been convinced that Gilbreth's inexperience would lead to strikes and walkouts,
but this had not occurred. John Aldrich had in fact praised Gilbreth's work when he spoke at the December 1912 meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Aldrich particularly applauded the accuracy of the micromotion studies, which he termed "the least expensive as well as the only accurate method of recording motion and time-study data." That success was especially galling to Taylor and his supporters, since they had become identified with stopwatch studies, and Frank Gilbreth had applied for a patent on his method of micromotion study.

The situation came to a head following complaints from another Gilbreth client, M. C. Hermann of the Hermann, Aukam Company in New Jersey, for whom Gilbreth was also installing a scientific management system in 1912-13. Sympathetic to Hermann's dissatisfaction, Taylor sent one of his more orthodox disciples to complete the job, despite the fact that Gilbreth's contract with Hermann still had two months to run. This episode led to a serious split between Taylor and Gilbreth, and thus within the scientific management profession. The factional conflict continued until the Gilbreths' approach—combining time study, motion study, and psychology—became the new orthodoxy in the postwar years, after the death of some of the more intransient pioneers.

Some "backsliding," or deviation from the original plans, occurred at New England Butt while Frank Gilbreth was in Europe during the summer of 1913. In a fifteen-page, single-spaced letter written after his return, Gilbreth listed forty items that needed attention. The planning department was cited as requiring particular care. According to Gilbreth, the department needed supervision from before seven o'clock in the morning, since "at the present time [it] is a wild and savage orgy until about eight o'clock." He identified a key factor in the department's unruliness: whistling. "Whistling in the planning department is one of those things that should be prohibited, as apparently it is the start of the general melee which follows." Other departments had problems as well.

Gilbreth was also critical of certain promotions in the company. These, he said, "have certainly not led me to believe that Taylor's second law of management, namely,—The Scientific Selection of the Worker, has been carried out. Thurber on the bulletin board and Gilbert on the time desk are two examples that would require further proof to satisfy me that any science (or even Christian Science) was used in demonstrating their selection." In addition, Gilbreth's incentive scheme had collapsed, with "no prizes...awarded since May." Gilbreth concluded his long list of criticisms with a request for a two-thousand-dollar payment for his services, notwithstanding the fact that he had been in Europe for the previous six weeks.45

John Aldrich was more sanguine in his published reports about the scientific management installation. In a 1923 article in Management Engineering, he claimed that most of the elements of the Gilbreth scheme were still in effect. There had been no labor troubles, he said; on the contrary, "the plant shows evidences of an esprit de corps, and a pride in the system and the business." Aldrich nonetheless spent much of his article explaining that the firm's increased productivity was due to standardization of the product, which was not part of Gilbreth's plan. However, the new system of management allowed New England Butt executives to work on long-range planning and initiate their own improve-
ments, since the introduction of a middle-management level meant that the company's senior men were "relieved of a maze of details." Thus the real benefits to the company were a by-product of Gilbreth's installation. 

Because of changes in the demand for braiding machines, many of the Rhode Island firms that manufactured them went out of business or merged with other companies. New England Butt continued its independent existence until 1948, when it became part of the Wanskuck Company. Since 1987 Wanskuck has been part of the Wardwell Company of Central Falls.

When the New England Butt betterment room was dismantled in the mid-1970s, J. T. Black, a consultant to the Wanskuck Company, found hundreds of Gilbreth-era photographic plates, two Carl Barth slide rules, some tickler cards, and directions for use of the Taylor tool grinder. He also found the production clerk's desk, which was cross-sectioned for the more efficient placement of supplies. Many of these items were given to the industrial engineering department at the University of Rhode Island, where Black was then employed, but since then they have vanished, probably thrown away. Black took many of the photos with him to his next job at Ohio State University, and he later donated them to Purdue University and the Smithsonian Institution.
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